
one of the main objectives in 
implementing the development pro-
gram of togliatti state university (tsu) 
is to develop an effective and competi-
tive education system in accordance 
with the state education development 
policy, specifically a concept of sci-
ence and education integration.  to 
accomplish this, particular emphasis 
is placed on developing active learn-
ing techniques, as well as enhancing 
international cooperation in terms of 
launching new education programs 
and recognition of qualifications. Most 
universities are striving to provide con-
tinuous improvement of the quality of 
education adjusting the current curricula 
to future engineering activity, as well 
as technical, technological, economic 
and social development prospects of the 
society [1]. it is new content of engi-
neering education program, as well as 
active learning techniques and prac-

tice-oriented training that guarantee the 
achievement of new learning outcomes 
which correspond to a set of engineer’s 
competencies. 

 Project-based learning and student 
teamwork when they have the opportu-
nity to work in team on a design project 
are of great importance in innovative 
engineering education. the conditions 
that support project-based learn-
ing should correspond to real-world 
engineering so that students will have 
the opportunity to gain experience in 
solving complex engineering problems, 
distributing functions and responsibili-
ties.  at tsu, such learning technique is 
being implemented in terms of “for-
mula-student” project.  

 interdisciplinary project “formula-
student” is an international competition 
for engineering students which combines 
the elements of education, engineer-
ing and sport as it contains not only 
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competition itself but also the elements 
of technological creativity, economic 
calculations, managerial decisions and 
presentations, marketing and business.  
the project was launched by the society 
of automotive Engineers (saE). accord-
ing to the regulations, a student team is 
allowed to be involved in the project for 
a year. next year the team is partially 
renewed with young students and a new 
task is set. Except for “formula-student” 
project, there are also similar projects as 
“Buggy” and “formula Hybrid”. “Buggy” 
project is aimed at designing, planning 
and manufacturing a buggy. “formula 
Hybrid” is a relatively new and fast grow-
ing project and its aim is to build a hybrid 
race car based on the standard cars 
manufactured within “formula-student” 
project. usually, students take the race 
car which was manufactured last year.   

the key concept of the project is as 
follows: during an academic year, stu-
dents must organize a team themselves, 
share their responsibilities, find sponsors 
and draw up a business plan, design and, 
finally, fabricate a racing car which is 
presented to a panel of leading engineers 
and Pr-managers. one of the obligatory 
phases of the project is to judge the cars 
in a series of static and dynamic tests 
which demonstrate car characteristics 
and participate in the most spectacular 
event – the final racing competition. 

the main peculiarity of the project 
is that students should design and 
produce innovative and high-tech car 
race products to a strict set of rules, 
technical and cost restrictions. despite 
being supervised by a skillful “master”, 
students must design and manufacture 
a race car by themselves.  in work proc-
ess, from the very beginning up to the 
final stage, i.e. car production, each 
participant gains valuable experience in 
teamwork and various aspects of auto-
motive engineering, which in its turn 
promotes careers and excellence.  

the objectives of the interdiscipli-
nary project: 

1. to design a race car according 
to the rules of «formula-student»  saE 
project.

2. to provide additional financial 
support through different grants, spon-
sorship, new manufacturing process, 
and etc. 

�. to fabricate a competitive race 
car.

4. to participate in the international 
competition «formula- student».

5. to develop and implement prac-
tice-oriented training model  based on 
«formula- student» project.

 «FORMULA-STUDENT» 
PROJECT TEAM.
at the first stage of the project stu-

dents must organize a team themselves. 
as the project consists of a number of 
stages, starting from the design of a race 
car and ending with car testing at the 
racing competition, including budget-
ing, marketing and Pr issues, the team 
must be made up of students with dif-
ferent education background and from 
different subject areas. as in any team, a 
team leader is selected.  

team structure (fig.1) is defined 
in relation to project tasks. these tasks 
can vary from project to project but in 
most cases they remain the same. the 
number of students and post-graduates 
who participate in the project can vary 
every year. However, the team is never 
completely dissolved even at the end 
of a definite stage of the project.  the 
number of tsu team members usually 
ranges from 15 to �5. for example, in 
2012, when it was the fourth year of 
project implementation, tsu team was 
made up of students from the following 
departments:

institute of Mechanical Engineering 
– 8 students: 2 students - 2�0�0� 
“operation of technological Ma-
chines and complexes”; 4 students 
– 2�0202 «ground technological 
complexes»; 2 students - 150�01 
“Mechanical Engineering”.
institute of Electronics and Electri-
cal Engineering – 4 students; 2 
students - 110�04 “Electronics and 
nano-electronics” and 2 students 
- 1�0�0� “Power Engineering”.
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Besides the above-mentioned 
departments, tsu team usually includes 
the students from other subject areas. 
they are as follows:  

institute of architecture and civil 
Engineering  – 1 student
institute of Mathematics and infor-
mation science – 2 students
institute of Humanities and Educa-
tion – � students
institute of Economics and finance  
– � students
1 Post graduate
Each sub-team is accountable for its 

definite task set by the team leader in 
cooperation with the scientific advisor 
of the project, who is typically a faculty 
member. all the problems which arise 
in a definite sub-team during the project 
implementation are stated in terms of 
technical tasks and discussed at general 
meeting of project members in order 
to find the most appropriate solution. 
Performance efficiency of each sub-
team is evaluated in accordance with 
the obtained results and these results, in 
turn, anticipate the final goal achieve-
ment. for example, the sub-team 
“sponsors”, a part of “Marketing and 
advertising” division, became involved 
with approximately 20 companies and 
organizations to attract financial and 
technical assistance during 2011- 2012. 
among them are the following distin-
guished sponsors:
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Fig.1. «Formula-Student» Project Team Structure at TSU

delcam – granted the license on the 
use delcam software;
Process flow – also granted the 
license on the use its software;
lada-credit Bank – provided finan-
cial assistance;
auto center “Premiera” – provided 
free painting of the race car body;
“togliatti” foundation – gave grant 
funding in the project de-velop-
ment;
Jsc avtoVaZ – made its testing 
grounds (sosnovka village) available 
to team members;
llc “MZsa” – provided free trans-
portation of the race car;
sPEEdfrEaK – assisted in website 
development; 
llc “aKtis” – presented car batter-
ies;
Expo-togliatti – provided free par-
ticipation in trade fairs;
llc “torgMash”– presented sport 
facilities for testing the race car; 
automobile newspaper «sem Verst» 
- provided free informa-tional sup-
port;
Magazine  «avtosreda» - provided 
free informational support;
the innovative-investment fund of 
the samara region – gave a grant of 
600 000 rubles.
in 2012, the sub-team “Pr” pro-
moted the participation of team 
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members in different regional and 
national events:   
special flash mob and “formula-
student” promotion action organ-
ized within the framework of the 
regional extreme sport festival 
“Panika” by team members and tsu 
students in May, 2012.
Participation in public demon-
stration run “avtoparad-2012”, 
togliatti.
Participation in tsu event “Vy-
pusk-2012” where the race car was 
demonstrated.  
Participation of «formula-student» 
team members in russian Youth 
forum “seliger-2012”.

due to the software granted by 
dElcaM company, students of the sub-
team “design and Production” devel-
oped a mathematical model of Honda 
rr engine in order to use it in the newly 
designed frame of the race car (fig. 
2а). the race car frame chassis design 
requires not only careful calculations of 
load bearing capacity of the elements 
(fig. 2b), but also determination of the 
most convenient positioning of the pilot 
and control elements, as well as thor-
ough understanding of race car safety 
and ergonomics.

the students from the sub-team 
“transmission line” designed a driven 
sprocket of the differential gear and 
calculated its strength applying ansYs 
program (fig.�). also, they calculated 
the break system of the race car and 
determined the minimum diameter of 
the caliper piston required to lock the 
wheels.  

the sub-team “race car configura-
tion” generated the conceptual design 
of the race car and defined the position-
ing of the basic and integral units.     

the primary configuration of the 
race car integral units which was carried 
out in accordance with weight charac-
teristics and total weight distribution on 
front and back axles is given in fig.4. 

Besides, the students of this sub-
team found the optimal solutions for 
wheel base problem, diameter of wheel 







rims, clearance and general height of 
the race car.  

the students of the sub-team 
“competitions and testing” ran a series 
of static and dynamic tests in a special 
testing ground of Jsc avtoVaZ (sos-
novka village) and together with other 
members of “formula-student” project 
members  participated in the analogous 
russian (Moscow, togliatti) and interna-
tional (italy) competitions. 

training Process and interdiscipli-
nary project «formula-student»

Previously, we fully considered 
the list of the modules incorporated 
into tsu education programs for those 
students who participate in “formula-
student” project [2] and outlined the 
procedure for the introduction of these 
modules into the educational process 
(fig.5).   

the tasks which students must 
solve working within a definite project 
team define the structure and contents 
of each module. Each module con-
tributes to the achievement of educa-
tion program outcomes. one of the 
main advantages of module learning 
outcomes is that students can apply 
textbook theories to real work situations 
and, doing so, acquire corresponding 
skills and competencies that are closely 
linked with their future workplace. in 
work process, students must organize 
Pr actions, draw up a business plan, 
provide race car structural and con-
ceptual design, defend their project in 
the English language, publish research 
results in newspapers and scientific 
journals, and etc. 

the following is the list of disci-
plines and courses which modules were 
taught to the students participated in 
“formula-student” project in 2012. 
if students complete these modules 
independently, the instructors can grant 
students credits for this discipline or 
course paper.  
1. English language.
2. documentation and operations 

Management.
�. computer technologies and net-

working.
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Fig.2. Design of New “Formula-Student” Race Car .

а) Engine Mathematical Model б) 3D Model of Race Car Frame Chassis

Fig.3. Race Car Sprocket  
Strength Calculation.

Fig.4 Primary Configuration  
of “Formula-Student” Race Car.

4. Branch Economics.
5. control system design, course 

project.
6. Engineering graphics.
7. theory of Machines and Mecha-

nisms, course project. 
8. Machine Elements, course project. 
9.  Mechanical-Engineering technol-

ogy, course project.
10. Motor car design, course project.
11. Motor car design and calculation.
12. cad system in Mechanical Engi-

neering. 
final qualification papers are 

considered to be an important stage 
in implementing “formula-student” 
project within engineering education 
framework. 

More than 10 qualification papers 
have been defended since 2010. Here 
are a few of them:   

1) the conceptual design of the 
“formula-student” race car, student 
– aleksander Puchkov.

2) development and fabrication of 
the race car Body Parts for “formula-
student” project, students – aleksey 
Kurchev, ivan Borisov, Pavel chekush-
kin.

�) calculation of tuning induction 
system for “Honda cBr600 f4” Engine 
in «Wawe» software within “formula-
student” project, student – ilya gany-
ushkin.

4) Engine for the “formula-student” 
race car, student – Mikhail Ponizov.  

5) Validation of innovative Educa-
tion Project financing within “for-
mula-student”, student – svetlana 
ivashechkina.  

STUDENT RESEARCH WORK 
the members of the “formula-stu-

dent” project are constantly involved 
in research work, participate in vari-
ous scientific conferences and publish 
articles in scientific journals. usually, 2 
or � students present their research in 
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annual conference “students’ science 
days tsu” and submit their findings for 
publication in the journal “Vektor nauki 
tsu”. in 2009, students i. Borisov and 
P. chekushkin took the first place at the 
annual contest for students’ research 
Works arranged by dEclaM company 
[�]. in 201�, “formula-student” project 
team successfully presented their find-
ings at the investment forum “i-Volga” 
of Volga federal district. 

Fig. 5. Interdisciplinary “Formula-Student” Project in Educational Process.

Module Module Module

Educational Process
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CONCLUSION
the move toward implementing 

the interdisciplinary «formula-student» 
project in the educational process 
makes a significant contribution to 
improving the quality of higher educa-
tion in general, including not only engi-
neering subject areas but also humani-
ties and economic science. above all, 
this project can spur the interest of 
school leavers, their parents, as well as 
employers who are proved to be “con-
sumers” of high school graduates. 


